View demo at:


www.sealab.live

SEALAB is proudly offering the aquaculture industry BlueThink GO.
A service that allows you to access your fish farm from

anywhere, anytime.

Who is BlueThink GO relevant to?
The Office Manager

The Site Manager

Who wants to check if the delousing is still
ongoing.


The Fish Farmer

Who wants to monitor and download the
oxygen levels for the last week. 


Who wants to monitor safety parameters, to
decide if the fish farmers can safely return and
work from the site again?


Timelapse

During storms or unexpected events, it may be
helpful to see a time-lapse from the previous days.
Beside daily generated time-lapses, you can
schedule customised time-lapses as well.

Livestream

SEALAB quality images – at the tip of your finger.
Livestream from the surface camera allows you to
monitor the plant at any time.
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All sensor boxes contains historical data. The

data can be exported to excel and saved for as
long as you want.
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Weather data

Real time weather data from your location. Mainly
from a weather station installed at your site.
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Sea conditions

Sea conditions and sensor data. Real time data from
sensors installed in the cage and external sources.
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Safety

The jobs in the aquaculture industry are classified as
the second most dangerous in Norway. Safety must
therefore be taken seriously. BlueThink™ GO helps
you take a step in the right direction.

IT Infrastructure

Monitor the infrastructure and IT. How much data
has been used so far this month? Why is the
network connection broken?
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Immediate Startup of the
Service

SEALAB has already purchased a custom domain for
both your location and over 1000 other fish farms in
Norway. Hence your personal web page can be
activated in minutes.

Hardware

In order to make all functionalities of BlueThink GO
available, installation of hardware is required at the
location. SEALAB offers this, but hardware from
other suppliers can also be used. Contact SEALAB

Customized BlueThink GO

If you want to monitor other parameters, or if you
want BlueThink GO in another language, we could
make that happen.

for more information.

BlueThink GO is using the high quality cloud
computing platform Microsoft Azure.

www.sealab.no

